


HOW TO MINT

CHOOSE A WALLET

You'll need a wallet to mint Flashdash NFTs. 
You can connect and use your existing wallet or create a 
new MetaMask wallet if you don't have one.

SET UP YOUR WALLET

CONNECTING YOUR WALLET

MINTING

Start minting your first Flashdash NFTs
The ETH you purchased or sent earlier will be spent on gas fee.

TO WIN FLASHDASH NFTS, 
VISIT THE FLASHDASH NFT MARKET HOMEPAGE

If you have zkSync Era ETH in your wallet, you can start minting right away.
Otherwise, you can send your ETH to zkSync Era via Bridge and then use it. 
If you don’t have ETH, you can purchase and use zkSync Era ETH.

Click [CONNECT WALLET] to select and connect your wallet



HOW TO MINT
TO WIN FLASHDASH NFTS, 

VISIT THE FLASHDASH NFT MARKET HOMEPAGE

Make sure you have 
zkSync Era ETH. 

Otherwise minting 
won’t be possible

Connect Wallet and
Change to zkSync Era

network

If you don't have 
zkSync Era ETH, 

you can use a bridge 
to transfer or
withdrawal 

from exchange

Pay gas fee and 
choose  NFT 

Free minting or buy 
Premium NFT

Prepare Meta Mask



FREE NFT MINTING

- To mint Free NFT, click MINTING on the top tab

- Free NFT can be purchased at any time, but minting is not possible if it’s Sold Out.



PREMIUM NFT MINTING
- To purchase Premium NFT, click P. MINTING on the top tab

- Premium NFTs have different minting amounts depending on when they are sold.

- The faster you purchase, the cheaper it is (discount promotions are also an important point)



This icon indicates the tier of Premium NFT. Tiers range from 1 to 10, 
with 1 being the highest and 10 being the lowest.
* Tiers are only available for Premium NFTs.

This icon indicates whether or not you have received 
Airdrop rewards according to your ranking. 
If you’ve already received your Airdrop reward, 
the corresponding icon is not visible.

NFT INFORMATION
- Free NFT : Airdrop

- Premium NFT : Bonus Coin + Airdrop



NFT VERIFICATION 

AND MANAGEMENT
- Minted NFT can be checked in MY NFT 

- The NFT’s Care function is activated every 2 hours, and points are earned through Care transactions.



NFT CARE SYSTEM

This is information about points obtained by performing 
an NFT care transaction.

Information on the ranking and top % of points held.

This information displays the current status of the NFT. There are 
3 states in total, and Care action is required depending on the state.

This is an action button based on the current state of the NFT. 
You can choose the action that suits NFT needs.
* +3 points for correct action / +1 point for other actions

- Activates every 2 hours 

- Put them to sleep when they are hungry, give them food when they are hungry, and play with 

them when they are bored. You can perform these actions through transactions.

This is the NFT’s unique number. You can change your 
nickname by paying a certain amount.
* A nickname can contain up to 16 characters, including letters and numbers.

• NFT CARE can be done every 2 hours. 

• You can perform CARE transaction through MY NFT tab.



NFT

Total Supply

Dev & Marketing

Public

The FlashDash NFT minting schedule and details are as follows.

NFT is essentially Freemint. 

Free NFT minting is always available for purchase. However, if it sold out, the selling period has ended. 

You need to get it before everyone else does. Hurry up!

Don't forget that it's a competitive Freemint.

However, with premium NFTs things are a little different. Premium NFTs have different prices depending 

on the grade. Additionally, the number of NFTs for sale will also vary. Naturally, the sooner you buy it, 

the cheaper it is. There will also be hidden events happening, so don't miss this great opportunity!



COIN

Distribution Percentage Number

Liquidity Pool

Paid NFT

Airdrop

Marketing

Total

A total of 690,420,420,420,690 Flashdash Coins will be issued. 
They will be issued in Q4 2023 and distributed as follows.

Liquidity Pool - The amount used to provide liquidity.

Paid NFTs - NFTs stacked with the pre-sale supply of Flashdash Coin that will be issued in Q4 2023.

Airdrop - The amount of NFTs that will be airdropped to all holders. 

This is a tiered distribution based on caretaker ranking.

Marketing – This amount will be paid to those who will enthusiastically support the Flashdash project in the future.



COIN AIRDROP
Flashdash Coin is scheduled to be issued in the 4th quarter, and a certain amount will be 

airdropped to holders with Flashdash NFTs. Flashdash Coins will be distributed according 

to the NFT's point ranking at the time of Airdrop. 

If you have multiple NFTs in one wallet, Flashdash Coins are paid based on each NFT. 

50% of the payment is equally distributed to all participating NFTs, and the remaining 50% 

is distributed differentially according to the sections. The payment criteria are as follows.

Sections (top) Total Payout Percentage

1% 2.5%

3% 4.8%

5% 4.5%

10% 9.0%

20% 16.0%

40% 27.0%

60% 19.0%

80% 12.0%

100% 5.2%



PREMIUM NFT

BONUS COIN

Tier COIN
1 8,595,696,533

2 4,942,525,506

3 3,187,134,784

4 2,263,628,611

5 1,717,829,985

6 1,502,414,680

7 1,359,603,573

8 1,173,790,891

9 944,662,598

10 877,325,594

When the Premium NFT feature is open, you can purchase NFTs by paying 0.02 → 0.01 ETH.

Premium NFT provides future NFT holders with the opportunity to earn Flashdash COINs.

The Tier of Premium NFTs is assigned randomly upon purchase, 

and the number of COINs you can obtain depends on the Tier.

The number of COINs you can get by Tier is as follows



COIN CLAIM
If you have a Flashdash NFT, you're eligible to claim Flashdash COIN. 

The type of CLAIM available varies depending on the NFT you own.

Upon making a CLAIM, the icon image (TIER or RANKING) on the NFT will be automatically removed. 

For NFTs featuring an icon image, CLAIM is available.

And if NFT is lacking an icon it means that it has already received CLAIM and is ineligible for further CLAIMs.

*Please note that each category permits only one CLAIM.

Additionally, once the CLAIM process is started, the Flashdash CARE service, 

which we have been diligently managing, will be terminated.

*The CLAIM is scheduled to be open in the 4Q.

PREMIUM NFT : TIER, RANKING CLAIM FREE NFT : RANKING CLAIM



TRANSACTION

As transactions accumulate, the number of airdrops awarded increases!

Transaction 

Air Drop



GAME

Game is under development and will be opened sequentially according to the plan. 

You can play the game using Flashdash Coin, which also uses a transaction. Considering 

Airdrop for both ZK Sync Era and Flashdash Coin, activation 

of a transaction is very important. 

Activate Transactions for Profit.

COMMING SOON…



RISKS

Purchasing Flashdash Coin involves an element of risk, and you may lose a significant or all of your 

prepaid principal. You should diligently and thoroughly evaluate and consider the risks identified herein, 

as well as other risks not contained or foreseen herein, prior to purchasing Flashdash Coin.

Purchase Flashdash Coin only if you fully understand the Flashdash Coin supply and demand and the 

COIN economics of the Flashdash Coin economy. Cryptographic assets may be subject to expropriation 

and/or theft. Computer hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to tamper with 

the Flashdash platform in a variety of ways. This may include malware attacks, distributed denial of 

service attacks and consensus-based attacks such as 51% attacks which may result in loss of Flashdash 

Coins or loss of ability to access Flashdash Coins.

Due to the immutability of blockchain transactions, there may be no solution if a malicious actor 

successfully attacks the Ethereum chain on which the Flashdash platform is built. Crypto assets are not 

regulated as financial instruments and there are no refunds or reimbursements available from 

regulators such as the UK's Financial Services Compensation Scheme and similar bodies in other 

jurisdictions. The regulatory landscape of crypto assets is still fluid and varies from jurisdiction to 

jurisdiction, presenting a level of legal uncertainty for owners of crypto assets. In the future, certain 

laws, regulations, or laws relating to crypto assets, blockchain technology, or decentralized applications 

that affect or limit a COIN holder's acquisition, ownership, and ability to buy, sell, convert, or use 

cryptoassets, such as Flashdash Coin. A policy or rule may be implemented.



RISKS

Due to uncertainties related to tax laws relating to crypto assets, COIN holders may be retroactively or 

future subject to unforeseen consequences such as taxable events.

Prospective Flashdash Coin purchasers should weigh their own risk appetite and consider consulting an 

independent financial advisor before making a decision.  Readers of this White Paper should also consult 

with tax professionals, accountants, attorneys, or other professionals on any outstanding issues relating 

to the design and operation of the Flashdash platform before deciding whether purchasing Flashdash 

Coins is consistent with their risk profile.

Cryptocurrency may be deregulated in your jurisdiction. The value of cryptocurrencies can go up as well 

as go down. Earnings may be subject to capital gains or other taxes applicable in your jurisdiction.



COMMUNITY

https://twitter.com/Flashdashwtf
https://discord.gg/JRyJdTpA9m
https://www.flashdash.wtf/
https://t.me/flashdashnft
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